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Abstract
Media monitoring allows to capture media exposure of people,
organizations and other important topics. This paper presents a
media monitoring system for Latvian radio and television
broadcasts. This system uses an automatic speech recognition
(ASR) module to convert audio and video files to text and to
extract keywords of interest. The system has been developed in
close cooperation with Latvian information agency LETA.
Index Terms: media monitoring, multimedia, keyword
spotting, automatic speech recognition

1. Introduction
Media monitoring is an important tool to identify mentions of
organizations, brands and people in media content. It can be
used to get actual information about events relevant to the
organization, brand reputation, competitors, etc. Manual audio
and video monitoring is highly labor intensive task and it is
limited due to the large amount of data which is produced every
day.
In this paper we describe current efforts in creating Latvian
radio and television broadcast monitoring system that is
possible due to recent advancements in Latvian automatic
speech recognition. [1,2] The system uses a trained large
vocabulary speech recognition (LVCSR) system. This system
transforms audio into text output and word lattices that are used
to find keywords of interest. A schematic overview of the
proposed system is shown in figure 1. The output of the system
is a transcribed text with marked keywords and precise word
positions in an audio file as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: The user interface of the system, containing
audio waveform, spectrogram, ASR output and
highlighted keywords.

2. Preprocessing and Audio Splitting
In beginning the system converts all audio and video contents
to MSWAV format that is used for ASR.
We use C4.5 decision tree classifier to segment audio into
speech and non-speech fragments (music, loud noises,
advertisements). More fine-grained classes can be further used
to provide meaningful information to the operator and to adapt
ASR for different signal types.
In order to process long audio files in a reasonable time, the
system divides audio into segments of up to 1 minute splitting
on pauses of significant duration (0.3 seconds) and taking into
account the classified audio speech and non-speech segments.
These fragments are then distributed among multiple instances
of ASR system.

Figure 1: A schematic diagram of audio/video
monitoring system.

3. Automatic Speech Recognition
ASR system consists of two main parts: an acoustic model
(AM) and a language model (LM). Used ASR achieves 51%
Word Error Rate (WER).
Acoustic model for ASR was trained on 100 hours of audio
data from Latvian Speech Recognition Corpus (LSRC) that was
designed to represent the major speech characteristics of
Latvian population [1]. The AM was trained using CMU Sphinx
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toolkit [3]. The developed AM is a context-depended
continuous triphone Hidden Markov Model (HMM) with 4,000
tied states each described by 8 Gaussian mixture components.
It contains 57 phoneme models, a silence model and 6 different
noise models.

6. Discussion
Although the performance of the speech recognition system is
not high, it provides satisfactory results for the keyword
spotting task.
The system is already deployed however it is continuously
improved. Current efforts includes:

Trigram language model was interpolated from LMs trained
on the LSRC transcriptions and a large corpus of LETA
newswire containing Latvian interviews and news. The LM was
trained using SRILM toolkit [4]. We have experimented with
factored LMs utilizing information about word forms, word
lemmas, tags and classes, however it did not improve the
performance of the system significantly.

x using proxy keywords for OOV word modeling;
x adapt ASR for telephone speech and noisy speech.
Currently the proposed system works only for Latvian. By
providing trained statistical models for Sphinx4 and SRILM
and keyword lists, the presented media monitoring system could
be used also for other languages.

The ASR system uses an open vocabulary containing almost
600,000 word-forms that were extracted from a large set of high
quality Latvian news articles. This vocabulary is extended using
keyword vocabulary that is continuously enriched with new
keywords. Phonetic transcriptions were generated by a rule
based system that uses approximately 250 expert defined rules
and 1300 exceptions.
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Obtained transcriptions are post processed using sentence
border classification and truecasing.

New keywords can be added to the keyword vocabulary that
extends the main ASR vocabulary. This is done using user
interface that automatically generates pronunciations and
allows to add more aliases as well as pronunciation variants.
Currently out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word modeling is the
main problem for the keyword spotting task. Experiments
showed that class based and factored LMs did not help
significantly with OOV words that have not seen during training
of LM.

5. Integrated System
The presented system is an integrated audio/video monitoring
system. It automatically downloads audio and video files from
servers that record radio and television broadcasts. Then the
system preprocesses and splits these files for ASR on multiple
server instances. Recognized audio fragments are merged from
divided fragments into a single resulting audio. In the end the
system exports processed files to a separate existing media
monitoring system that allows to monitor media based on
preferences of clients, keyword lists, date and time. This system
also provides user interface to manually edit transcribed text,
edit metadata (title, date, time, source, broadcast name).
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